The Moosehead Lake Canoe Game - 2013
Rules
Overview
You travel by canoe and portage, river and lake, gaining and losing points by experiencing the usual ups and
downs of a canoe trip. Throughout the game you keep an eye on the scores of the other players which will
tell you if you need to turn around and seek more points, and when to make a dash to get back first.
Aim
The aim is to have a good time in the canoeing recreational region around Moosehead Lake. In fact, you are
trying to have a better time than your companions. When things go right you gain satisfaction points; when
they go wrong you lose them. To win the game, you must camp out for the specified number of nights and
get to the finishing dock with more Satisfaction points than any other player on the board at that time. You
can amass negative satisfaction (you may wish to think of this as deferred pleasure). One player should be
elected to keep a running total of each player's points, and these must be visible to all players throughout the
game. Players should agree on how many nights duration the trip will be (two is recommended to start with).
You then need to camp for a minimum of this number of nights. You can camp for longer if you need the
extra "camping" points.
Before the game starts
Sort the cards into the Canoe, Camp, and Portage categories. Add three Destination cards to each group.
Then shuffle the cards and place face down in the three piles. One "Shuffle" card is placed at the bottom of
each pile. When these cards are drawn, the pile is shuffled, the "Shuffle" card replaced on the bottom, and
the top card re-drawn. You get one of these cards when you land on one of the marked canoe (C) or portage
(P) spaces, and when you camp. Once drawn, cards (except Destination Cards) are returned to the bottom of
the pile.
Weather
The weather is constantly changing. Every time any player throws a 6, the Weather Indicator is moved
clockwise one space. The weather governs how fast you can travel and which places you can visit. You can
get stranded on islands, blown off lakes and bogged down on portages. When a 6 is thrown, the Weather
Indicator moves (and the weather changes if indicated) before the player has his/her go. You should keep an
eye on the weather to decide when to do certain activities, such as climbing Raven Rock.
.
Moving
Players move according to the score on one dice. You have to move if you are able, except when waiting at
the base of Raven Rock for good conditions. You can overtake other players but cannot end up on the same
space (except at campsites). If your throw causes you to end up on the same space as another player, you can
go ahead to the next unoccupied space in front if you have a greater number of points, or the nearest
unoccupied space behind if you have the same or less points.
Direction of travel. You can travel in both directions on most parts of the board, except for "one-way"
portages or barred entries. You can only set off along a portage trail if it is marked with a Boot symbol. You
might want to change direction for example to pole back up a river in search of more satisfaction, or to take
advantage of a change in the weather. You cannot, however, reverse your direction of travel (should you
want to) until you reach portage points on rivers and lakes (grey canoes), islands, or the end of portages
(bootprints).
You move the number shown on one dice, subject to the prevailing weather conditions. The winds here are
rather unusual. A headwind stays in your face (or tail wind blows you along) even if you turn around and go

the other way.
You can move as follows:
Poling: Dice -1
Headwind on lake. Dice -3 (No effect on river/portage).
This means that you are blown backwards if the dice score is less than 3. The effect of wind ceases once across
the perimeter of the lake (as marked by the blue dotted line). If canoeing from an island, you can end up on the
island again - but cannot be blown further back than this.
Tailwind on lake. Stick up the sail: Dice +2 (No effect on river/portage)
Windbound. Dice -4. (No effect on river/portage). You cannot leave an island, and if on an island, cannot throw
the dice until the wind drops. If out on a lake, you may just be able to make headway (i.e if you score 5 or 6). If
you are blown back onto an island, you must stay there, and cannot throw the dice, until the wind drops. If all
players are on islands, weather conditions automatically advance.
Heavy rain. Going is slow on muddy portages. Dice -2. You can slip backwards.
Calm: Move as shown on the dice.
Changing between canoeing and portaging, etc. The effects of the weather are added/subtracted to the dice score
at the start of your turn to give the number of spaces you can move. This number then holds even if you move
(for example) from a lake to a portage, where the effects of the weather might be different.
The "Attractions"
Many of these are very satisfying, and will make the trip worthwhile. You can see a moose, the Northern Lights,
a perfect rainbow, Great Falls, camp at Solitude Point, rescue beginners, make a canoe paddle, and climb Raven
Rock Peak.
You can do these as many times as you like (although the novelty might wear off) and collect the points each
time. BUT, you cannot collect scores from the same "attraction" again until you have crossed a lake different to
the last lake you crossed before sampling the attraction.
Some attractions are not tied to particular playing spaces. Collect the score when you pass over the orange dotted
line (in the appropriate direction/weather conditions, if specified).
Destination Cards.
Certain cards in the various piles are Destination Cards, and they instruct you to visit particular places or do
various activities (see "Attractions").
Retain the card until you have carried out the task. You cannot finish the game until you have obeyed the
Destinations Card(s) you have drawn. Once obeyed, the card is discarded from the game; it is not replaced in any
pile. Ignore the card and replace to the bottom of the pile if you have already done the attraction.
You can only have one Destination Card at once. If you are holding a Destination Card and get another, return
the new one to the bottom of the pile. You do not have to carry out its instructions. For a short version of the
game, you only have to obey one Destination Card.
Camping
You do not need to land exactly on the particular Campsite space to camp there, although if you do camp, your
turn terminates there. If you decide to camp, collect the score, pick up a Camping Card, and miss one throw. If
you don't want to camp, don't collect the score or card. If not camping on an island, the island counts as one
playing space.
Campsites can be shared with other players.

You cannot camp at the same site again until you have camped at all the others (unless ordered there by a
Destination Card).
The Unmapped Region
Your turn terminates at the boundary of the unmapped region (white space). Wait there until your next turn to
enter. Your exit is then governed by the number on the dice you throw to enter. When leaving, the next time
you enter must be by a different point (you can't simply go back in and try again).
Raven Rock Peak.
You cannot climb the rock in a headwind or if windbound, or in the rain. You must descend off the rock if you
are caught up there when a wind gets up (headwind or windbound) or heavy rain sets in. You may wait at the
base of the rock (X) until the conditions change for the better. Your turn terminates at the summit. You must
wait on the summit (take in the view) and begin the descent next go.
Dangerous Point
You can wait next to the Point (white spaces) until you throw a 5. You are sheltered here from the effects of the
weather.
Finishing
You have to throw the exact score to land on the blue canoe space on the dock. Otherwise you may revolve
around the four spaces in the finishing eddy until you get the exact number.
Some variations of the Game
For variety, you can play the game in a number of other ways:
1. Short Games. Obey only one Destination Card, or do not use the Destination Cards.
2. Long game. Players have to camp at all the campsites at least once.
3. All-night game! Players have to see/do all the attractions at least once.
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Place Canoe, Camp and Portage cards here

Some Key Rules
If you land on the same space as another player, you can go ahead to the next unoccupied space in front if you
have a greater number of points, or the nearest unoccupied space behind if you have the same or less points.
You cannot reverse your direction of travel until you reach portage points on rivers and lakes (grey canoes),
islands, or the end of portages (bootprints).
The effects of the weather are added/subtracted to the dice score at the start of your turn to give the number of
spaces you can move. This number then holds even if you move (for example) from a lake to a portage, where
the effects of the weather might be different.
You cannot collect scores from the same "attraction" again until you have crossed a lake different to last lake
you crossed before sampling the attraction.
You do not need to land exactly on a Campsite space to camp there.
You cannot camp at the same site again until you have camped at all the others.
The Unmapped Region. Your exit is governed by the number on the dice you throw to enter.
When leaving the Unmapped Region, the next time you enter must be by a different point (you can't simply go
back in and try again).
You cannot climb the Raven Rock Peak in a headwind or if windbound, or in the rain.
You can wait next to Dangerous Point (white spaces) until you throw a 5. You are sheltered here from the
effects of the weather.

Camping Cards
CAMP. The wind
drops, the midges
come out and it
starts to rain. You
lose the will to live.

-25
CAMP. Your
companions start to
get on your nerves.
They get up too
early/too late
(delete as
appropriate).

CAMP. A rodent
gnaws through your
rucksack in the
night.

-15
CAMP. Fantastic
sunset.

+5

-10

+15
CAMP. You are
about to take the
first mouthful of
your dinner, but
drop the plate face
down in the mud.

-15

-10
CAMP. You cannot
get a fire going.
Have a miserable
cold meal.

CAMP. A breeze
keeps the midges
away.

CAMP. Your
companion snores.

-10

CAMP. YOU MAY
KEEP THIS CARD
TO USE LATER.
If you camp in the
rain, you manage to
get a fire going by
splitting dry wood
from the inside of a
wet log. Become
the camp Hero.

+40

CAMP. Make
yourself a bed from
spruce tips and
have a great night's
sleep.

+10

CAMP. Your
companion cuts
him/herself but you
do excellent first aid
with antiseptic
fungus and moss.

+5

CAMP. Find a
perfect level
campsite.

+15

Portage Cards
PORTAGE. You
discover the
disadvantage of
having all your
equipment green:
you keep losing
things.

-15
PORTAGE. Your
canoe is heavier
than your
companion's, but
you have to pretend
that it is easy to
carry.

-10
PORTAGE. You
find an easy
shortcut. Go to the
end of the portage

+10
PORTAGE. You
manage to carry all
your gear in one
trip.

+10

PORTAGE. You
finally get the hang
of your tumpline

+5
PORTAGE. You
find you have left
your sleeping bag
at the start of this
portage. Go back to
start to get it.

-15
PORTAGE. You
take charge at the
portage and lead
the group off into
the woods, but it
turns out to be a
dead end.

-15
PORTAGE. Find a
small stream that
you can walk your
canoe down.

+20

PORTAGE. Find a
paddle.

+15
PORTAGE. Find
some edible fungi.

+15
PORTAGE. You
have a new portage
yoke which is really
comfortable

+10
PORTAGE. You
have a very strong
companion who
shows off by
carrying your
heaviest sac.

+10

Canoe Cards
CANOE. You
become convinced
that your bow
paddler is
deliberately
steering towards
every rock in sight.

-5
CANOE. Your
mobile phone goes
over the side. Lose
contact with the
outside world.

+5
CANOE. Your
companion says
that you are a
better paddler than
he/she is. You
realize that you are
going to get on
well.

CANOE. Your
companion's
expensive paddle
breaks; your homemade one doesn't.

+20
CANOE. You finally
master the
Northwoods Stroke.

+15
CANOE. Passersby admire your
home-built canoe.

+20

CANOE.
Lunchstop.
"Can I have the
Coleman fuel?"
"I thought you
brought it!"

-20

CANOE. You pull a
neat turn to avoid
taking an
unexpected wave
broadside.

+15
CANOE. Your bow
partner misses a
stroke and covers
you with water.

-5

+25
CANOE. Your
canoe springs a
leak. Miss your next
go whilst you repair
it.

-15

CANOE. A
companion points
out that you are
doing J-strokes with
your thumb pointing
up.

-10

CANOE. You take
a point too close in
and hit a rock.

-15

Destination Cards

DESTINATION.
You have boasted
to the others about
your navigation
skills. You have to
enter the
Unmapped Region
to save face.

DESTINATION.
You have to climb
Raven Rock Peak.

DESTINATION.
You have an
overwhelming
desire to camp on
Solitude Point.

DESTINATION.
You must camp on
Sugar Island
(Moosehead Lake).

Shuffle

DESTINATION.
You refuse to go
home without
seeing a moose.

DESTINATION.
Camp at one of the
Indian Pond
campsites.

Shuffle

DESTINATION.
You have to travel
the Northern
Portage.

DESTINATION.
Your companion
insists on seeing
the Northern Lights.

Shuffle

DESTINATION.
You must go to
Great Falls and
attempt to land at
the portage just
above them.
(Good luck).
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Advance the Indicator every time any player throws a 6.
The weather changes before the turn is taken.

Calm. Move as shown by dice.
Tailwind. Dice +2 on lakes
Headwind. Dice -3 on lakes
Windbound. Cannot leave islands. Dice -4 if out on lake.
Heavy Rain. Dice -2 on portages

